
  TRAP GAMES   

9 POST - All birds will be launched from one trap with 9 shooting posts, using adjacent trap positions, in a 

follow the leader format.  Some shots will be very long.  Each shooter starts with one box of shells (25 shells)... 

Shooter moves to the next post after breaking a bird or after 3 misses at the same post.  Whoever goes the 

farthest (whoever advances the most shooting posts in 25 shots) wins a box of shells (or whatever the prize is ).   
 

How does follow the leader format work?  Shooter 1 starts on the 1st post with all other shooters waiting in 

line (at post 1).  Once Shooter 1 advances to the 2nd post, the next shooter becomes Shooter 2 and joins the 

squad on post 1.  If a Shooter misses, they move to the back of the line of the post they are on (unless it is their 

3rd consecutive miss on that post).  The first Shooter in line on Post 1  is the squad leader and shoots first.  As 

shooters advance past post 1, the shooter at the front of the line joins the squad (on post 1).  If a shooter is 

eligible to advance but the shooter to the right fails to advance, they each take their turn shooting from the 

same post.  If a shooter advances past post 9 they would rejoin the line at post 1 and can continue to add to 

their completed post total 

Note: it is very likely that the score keeper will have to “launch” / “release” the bird as the shooter calls (for a 

bird) since we only have 5 “speakers” configured for each trap house 

SLIDER – This is an adjustable yardage game – All shooters start on the 20-yard line and that's as close to 

the trap as they can get. It works basically like normal trap (i.e. 5 shots per post, etc.), except, when a shooter 

breaks a bird, they move back 1 yard.  If a shooter misses a bird, they move forward 2 yards (but no further 

than the 20). The object is to basically get all the way back to the 27 and stay there for the remainder of the 

round. For safety, if shooters start getting more than 2 yards apart, the closer people have to walk back and 

forth.  Whoever ends the round  the furthest back (longest yardage) wins a box of shells (or whatever prize is 

available).  First tie breaker will be high number of birds broken for the round.  Second tie breaker will be 

random draw 

BIG CHIP -   Two shooters mount together on post 3 at 16 yd. Other shooters form a line behind them. The 

shooter on left calls for and shoots at target. If shooter 1 misses, the second shooter eliminates shooter 1 if they 

break the bird.  If shooter 1 breaks, the second shooter may choose not to shoot, or they may attempt to break 

any piece from the broken target. If 2nd shooter shoots and breaks a piece, 1st shooter is eliminated.  If 2nd 

shooter does not shoot or does not break a piece, 1st shooter rotates to back of line and 2nd shooter becomes 

1st shooter while first in line moves up and becomes 2nd shooter. Game progresses until down to last two 

shooters.  Winner is decided by last two shooters in a sudden death, “first to miss” finale.  Shooters take turns 

being the first shooter, but the second shooter must shoot at a piece each round.  If both shooters miss or if 

both players break the game continues – otherwise the one that breaks the bird is the winner 

“ODD BIRD” – first player to break the different colored bird (i.e. the “odd bird”” ) wins a box of shells 

(or whatever the prize is).  If no one successfully breaks an actual “odd” target, then no prize is awarded.  If 

more than one “odd bird” target is broken in a round, only the 1st one broken wins a prize.  Depending on the 

talent of the squad, we might shoot from the 20 yard mark (or even further back) 

 

All ties for prizes will be decided by random draw (i.e. cutting cards, roll of the die, flip of coin, etc.)  

 

Other games like ANNIE OAKLEY and  PROTECTION can also be played if there is enough 

interest 

  



 

ANNIE OAKLEY - Annies are where 3 shooters mount their guns, the first calls for the bird and shoots. If 

she/he hits, no one else can shoot and she/he is safe. If the first shooter misses, the second shooter shoots. If 

she/he hits, that knocks the 1st shooter out. If she/he misses, the third shooter shoots. If she/he hits, he knocks 

the 1st two out. If all three miss, all are safe. If the 1st shooter shoots and misses, the second shooter breaks and 

the 3rd shooter shoots, shooter 1 and 3 are out. For the next round, the second shooter shoots first at the next 

target, with the 3rd and 4th backing on that target...and so on. Remember, if any person shoots and breaks, 

and the shooter after him shoots, the shooter who shot at the dead target is out. If you go to 5 shooters at once 

and the 1st four miss, the 5th shooter is shooting at a target close to hitting the ground. Thrilling and usually 

causes a roar from the group. Lots of fun!!! 

 

 

 

 

ANNIE OAKLEY (WITH ONE BOX OF SHELLS) - When you get "knocked" you go to the end of the line. 

remember that you still have to shoot even when at the end of the line. The guy with shells left over at the end 

wins. Usually the guy at the head of the pack. Annie Oakley with 5 guns up. Set the trap height all the way up 

and the spring on kill and wide angles. Annie Oakley with an international trap. Walking international. start at 

the 19 shoot one target move back 2 yards. when you get to the 27 change stations and shoot and move up 2 

yards and follow that. 

 

 

 

 

 

ONE TIE / ALL TIE - If any two shooters tie with the high score...all shooters tie, regardless of score, and have 

to give $ into the pot to buy back in. Shoot until one shooter breaks the high score by her/himself, or high 

scores decide to split. If you have 20 shooters on the line with a $2.00 buy back, you can see the pot gets big 

quickly without any individual spending a lot to participate. One ties should be shot from past the 27 after a few 

"ties" or it will get boring. Start anywhere and work your way back. 

 

 

 

 

 

HANDICAP DOUBLES - Shoot 2 yards closer than your yardage. AA 27 AA shoot from 27. New shooters or non 

ATA registered shooters shoot from 20 yds or " known ability " applies. This is a riot. You can also play this 

with a backup shooter and knock out people as you go. 

 

 

OSCILLATING DOUBLES - Have a pat trap, set it up to throw doubles and then turn on the oscillation.  

 

 

STRAIGHT RACE - 5 targets each individual, top scores shoot off for first, second high shoot off for second. 

Two man protection=3 targets each, same shoot off. Three man protection=3 targets each, same shoot off. The 

unidentified one you mention is a "Piece Shoot". One tie, all tie=leader shoots 3 from a position he chooses and 

each in turn do the same. If any two shooters tie, all are tied and shooting resumes with each adding money to 

the pot and the second shooter in line leading with the previous leader last.  

 



 

 


